Abstract—We present a new wearable device for inducing involuntary elbow joint flexion and extension by stretching the skin surfaces of an upper arm and a forearm. The device can teach proper motions to users through haptics. In previous studies, rotational motion of forearm was achieved by applying normal or shear deformation to the skin. Our proposed system can instruct bending motions of limbs and can be used along with the previous rotating induction device. We report that users can recognize bend/extend direction with more than 80 % accuracy with our device.

I. INTRODUCTION

Under current information technologies, it is difficult to teach detailed body motions to other people through visual and auditory senses. For example, it is hard to tell how to ride a bicycle with words, even when you yourself are a good rider. A factor of the difficulty is the translation of the teacher’s words or visual information to the rider’s motion. The translation by the learner is tiring and unreliable, and the time lag for translation makes teachers’ instructions ineffective in real-time motions.

Our research goal is to achieve direct intuitive motion instructions via haptic as if an instructor teaches golf swing motion by grabbing learner’s hand. This purpose can be achieved some previous technologies including exoskeletal actuators [1, 2] and electric stimulus for contracting muscles [3]. In this paper we show a novel haptic device which makes users bend/extend their elbow by giving tangential force to an upper arm and a forearm. This technology is suitable to realize a light-weight and easily-wearable motion teaching device.

Usage of reflex is one of the solutions to make users body move involuntarily via haptic stimulus. A phenomenon inducing human motion with haptic stimulation called “Hanger-Reflex” was first introduced on Japanese television programs. The first academic research on it was [4], to our knowledge. When one wraps a wire hanger around their head, then their neck rotates involuntarily. Nakamura et al. developed a wrist twisting device inducing rotational reflex on forearm with pressing two opposite points on wrist by linear actuators. They measured force thresholds that users can perceive rotating directions [5]. Shikata et al. also tried to induce reflex phenomenon at body parts. They found that shear force can also promote rotational reflex on forearm [6].

Based on these previous studies, the rotational motion of limbs could be possible via haptic stimulus. Therefore bend/extension motions are then desired to induce arbitrary motions of limbs. In this paper, we show that a tangential force given to user's upper arm and forearm (shown in Figure 1 (a)) induces involuntary bend/extend motions of their elbow joints. By using our device, we observed some subjects moved their elbow involuntarily, though not all subjects were induced the motions at the current stage. The individual differences of effectiveness of the system was supposed to be the individual variations of perception. In this paper, we report one evidence, as our first step, that the proposed system can teach bend/extend directions intuitively to users with more than 80 % accuracy.

The elbow bending system can be applied to rehabilitation in medical fields. The device does not gives excessive physical overload, which may injure user’s joints. The potential application of our device includes sports, as a learning support system of pitching, batting, or golfing.

II. PROPOSED DEVICE

We tried to investigate whether bend/extend motion also can be induced by haptic stimulus as well as rotational motions. At first, we stretched skin surface with our hand to know the possible area which induces bend/extend motion of an elbow joint. Then we found stimulating front side area of forearm close to elbow joint and back side area of upper arm close to it could induce bend/extend motion as shown in Figure 1 (a).

Based on this insight, we made a prototype. Figure 1 (b) shows how to attach the devices to the arm. One device unit is made of a servo motor (GWSMICRO/2BBMG/J), a contactor which sticks to the skin softly with a rubber sheet, and an acrylic plates with a Velcro band to fix them onto an arm. One device is set on a front side of a forearm close to elbow joint, and the other one is set on the back side of an upper arm.

Figure 1. Attachment of proposed system.
III. Experiments

We investigated whether users could be induced to bend/extend their elbow joint by our proposed device. Figure 1 (b) shows typical situation of how the device was attached to users. In this experiment, examinees sat down and put their right elbow on a desk. The device was set on their right arm.

There were 3 states for experiments as shown in Figure 2. Two of them were used for stimulation (state A and B) and the rest one is used as neutral (state N). Every stimulus starts from N state. The bending stimulus corresponded to the transition of two states from N to A, while the extending one corresponded to from N to B. The transition duration from N to each stimulus was 0.5 second. We conducted 80 trials (40 bending and 40 extending stimuli in random order) to each examinee. As for the neutral state, we asked examinees to bend their right arm about 30 degrees compared with fully extended state. After the each stimulus, examinees had to choose perceived direction: bend or extend without seeing the actuators’ motion, by clicking mouse with their left hand. Six examinees: 5 male and 1 female, mean age 23 years old, took part in the experiment.

Figure 3 shows the results. The overall average accuracy of 6 examinees was 81.5%. The resulting correct rate is high enough to conclude that the stimuli we prepared were evaluated as we expected. Some examinees actually bent/extended their elbow joint when the device stimulated their skin. However, this result does not mean that our device induces involuntary action of elbow joint, but only demonstrates that people can tell the differences of motion direction.

IV. Discussions

In this paper, we found the appropriate stimulus points experimentally. The procedure to find the optimal spots systematically for arbitrary users is left as our future work.

For considering the optimal spot, anatomical insights have to be taken into consideration. In Hanger Reflex, the stimulated points are clearly different from the neck muscle or tendon positions. In our system, the relative position of arm muscles might be important since they are closely positioned.

There are two representative muscles on upper arm and forearm [7]. A brachiodial muscle is on the front of forearm, and a triceps brachii muscle is on the back of upper arm. When elbow joint bends, a brachiodial muscle contracts, and a triceps brachii muscle extends. The skin surface stretches similar to the state A. In contrast, they act opposite manner when elbow joint extends. The skin surface stretches similar to the state B.

The above correspondence suggests some direct link between skin stimulation and muscle response. In that case, the mechanisms to induce joint actions might differ from the previously examined methods like the hanger-reflex. Clarifying the relationships between the stimuli and the muscle is one of our future works.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a wearable device that deforms arm skin laterally to induce elbow joint motion. Our experiments showed that the device could instruct bending/extended directions with its accuracy of 81.5%. In the experiment, some examinees involuntarily moved their elbow to our intended direction. However in the current stage, our device could not make all examinees move their elbows. To find an optimal stimulating points is one of our important future works.
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